In an effort to increase transparency, we will be including our monthly KPIs (Key Performance Indicators) moving forward. A big thank you to our students, faculty, and staff for their remarkable support and dedication.

Dean's Remarks • September 1, 2022

Theotokis, translated by Susan Matthias and Miltiades Matthias.

Join us for a chat about the acclaimed Greek novel CONDEMNED by Konstantinos Theotokis, translated by Susan Matthias and Miltiades Matthias.

Wednesday, September 7, 2022

Matthias Interviewed by Jenny McPhee

CONDEMNED: A Book Talk with Translator Susan Matthias

Register for First-Gen Grad Students: Overview of Wasserman Services

Visit Vision 2025

David R. MacKinnon Professor of Economics and Finance at New York University’s Schack Institute of Real Estate

The NYU School of Professional Studies

New York Hilton Midtown

The 5th Annual Women in Real Estate Symposium

will be held in person on October 13, 2022 at the New York Hilton Midtown. This national event serves as a critical mentorship platform for women executives and the next generation of real estate industry leaders.

Please know that we appreciate your suggestions and will accommodate as many as possible.
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